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COVID disrupted office leasing over the last 18 months. Are tenants coming 

back 

 

India is a large office market and typically leases ~35 – 40 million (‘MM’) square feet (sf) 

of Grade A quality office space per annum. Over the last two decades, India has 

established itself as a knowledge processor for the world. Many Fortune 500 companies 

across technology, financial services, IT services, consulting, manufacturing, etc. have setup 

large centres that cater to their global businesses. According to JLL’s Q2 2021 office market 

update, net office absorption averaged ~35MM sf between 2016 and 2019. 

 

However, the onset of COVID in Mar 2020 dealt a massive blow to the office sector. Unlike 

retail malls, there wasn’t an immediate loss of rent from spaces leased to high quality 

companies (as they honored their contracts), but new leasing and renewals plummeted. Net 

office absorption slumped to ~26MM sf in 2020 from its usual level of ~35MM+ sf per 

annum. 

 

As corporates adopted Work-from-Home (WFH), working through digital tools and online 

meetings became the norm. An early expectation was that the flexibility and cost arbitrage 

offered by WFH would lead to long-term increase in office vacancies. However, as the year 

panned out and the first lockdown was lifted, investment and leasing trends for commercial 

offices, across multiple parameters, have shown resilience. In 2020, India saw ~US$5.7Bn 

of institutional-grade office investment transactions (including capital raised by Indian 

REITs) with interest from institutions and retail investors alike. 

 

As the economy returns to normalcy, most employers seek to bring their employees back to 

office. Office space leasing witnessed a sharp uptick in Q3 2021 to ~12.5MM sf 

compared to ~4.7MM sf in the same quarter last year and ~3.6MM sf in the previous 

quarter (Source: Knight Frank research). This signals a reversion to pre-COVID leasing levels. 

Corporates have started closing on large space commitments. Few examples below: 

 

So, is it all hunky-dory now? Not really but we feel that we are headed in the right 

direction. COVID certainly increased vacancies over the last year and it will take another 

year for this overhang to reduce. In this context, we like office investment opportunities with 

following characteristics: 

 

 

INSIGHT OCT 2021 

Corporate leasing activity 

is reverting to pre-covid 

levels. With limited new 

supply creation, we expect 

healthy growth in rent and 

capital values over the 

medium term. 
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• City centric locations where it is difficult to add new supply 

• Stable micro-markets that attract varied industries 

• Locked in (at least for 12 to 18 months) large corporate / MNC tenants that assure 

rental income, while the market improves further 

Office development is an organized market and most developers resorted to deferment of 

new supply as COVID started. This is likely to lead to supply shortage in the medium term as 

markets rebound, especially for locations where supply is difficult to come by, such as 

Mumbai. 

Take-away 

As the market stabilizes in the near-term, rentals, which have been range-bound so far, are 

expected to grow (gradual improvement in business conditions and limited new supply 

coming to market). We believe that thoughtfully selected city-centric office investments 

can deliver ~5 to 7% higher returns than fixed deposits and liquid debt funds but 

without the volatility of equity markets. 

 

 

Founded in July 2018, Certus Capital is an independent, team owned platform. Certus partners institutional investors and family offices to invest in real estate 
opportunities in India. For more information, please contact us on contactus@certus.co.in or visit us at https://certuscapital.in 

Disclaimer 

This publication has been prepared solely for informational purposes only. The information contained herein is only as current as of the date indicated and may be 
superseded by subsequent market events or for other reasons. The information in this document has been developed internally and/or obtained from sources believed to be 
reliable; however, neither Certus Capital or its affiliates guarantees the accuracy, adequacy or completeness of such information. Nothing contained herein constitutes 
investment, legal, tax or other advice nor is it to be relied on in making an investment or other decision. This publication should not be viewed as a current or past 
recommendation or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities or to adopt any investment strategy. The investment strategy and themes discussed herein may be 
unsuitable for investors depending on their specific investment objectives and financial situation. 

The views expressed reflect the current views as of the date hereof and Certus Capital or any of its affiliates does not undertakes to advise you of any changes in the views 
expressed herein. Opinions or statements regarding market trends are based on current market conditions and are subject to change without notice. It should not be 
assumed that Certus Capital or any of its employees has made or will make investment recommendations in the future that are consistent with the views expressed herein, or 
use any or all of the techniques or methods of analysis described herein.  

Certus Capital does not assume any duty to, nor undertakes to update forward looking statements. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made or given by 
or on behalf of Certus Capital as to the accuracy and completeness or fairness of the information contained in this publication and no responsibility or liability is accepted 
for any such information. By accepting this document, the recipient acknowledges its understanding and acceptance of the foregoing statement. 

Please see Terms & Conditions governing the terms of use of this publication. For information regarding how Certus Capital collects, uses and maintains personal data, 
please see Privacy Policy. 
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